


 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 3. SAR raw data simulation steps 
 
 
Demodulated baseband signal (Equation (1)) given in [3] was used to generate raw data. It is a function of range and azimuth 
time. In Equation (3), Ao contains the information about back-scatter and antenna pattern. wr (Equation (2)) and wz 
(Equation (3)) are range and azimuth windows respectively. In Equation (1), τ represents range time of the emitted signal, R 
is the slant range, fo is Carrier frequency, η and ηc are azimuth time and azimuth time at zero Doppler. Kr is range FM rate 
and �Í  represents squint angle.  
 
 

                                                                                                                                                           
 
 
 
  
                                                                                                    
             (1) 

 
                       (2) 

 
           (3) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
A simple SAR raw data simulation model has been presented in Figure 4.  
 
 

Figure 4. SAR raw data simulation procedure. (a) represents SRTM DEM, (b) represents back scattering map for a 
given sensor (here ALOS PALSAR ) and given terrain using DEM. (c) represents the simulated raw data using sensor 
parametrs, SRTM DEM and back scattering map for the given terrain. (d) represents the final amplitude image i.e., 
processed image 
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3. SAR INTERFEROMETRY TECHNIQUE 

SAR Interferometry is a unique technique for mapping the Earth’s land, ice, sea surface topography, change detection and 
mapping of surface displacements over large temporal and spatial scales with precision of cm to mm range. SAR 
Interferometry is based on the coherence of SAR signal. The recording of two images of the same area from different      
across track position and the utilization of phase information of the SAR images to form phase difference image results into 
interferogram. Interferogram phase values are periodic function of 2π. Figure. 5 shows across track InSAR geometry. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
We have developed an across track Interferometry automated module. Across track Interferometry processing steps are fine 
co-registration, interferogram generation, coherence map generation, adaptive filtering, baseline estimation using orbit 
method, flattening, phase unwrapping, phase to height conversion and geocoding. Figure. 6 shows block diagram of InSAR 
processing steps. 
 

4. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 

Raw data was simulated for both L-band and S-band interferometric pair in strip imaging mode with zero squint. Sensor 
parameters for raw data simulation are mentioned in Table. 1. Back-scattering model of short vegetation was used for both 
the InSAR pair datasets to get natural speckle in data. For multi frequency interferometry analysis we used shrubs vegetation 
backscatter model in small ROI region in 2nd orbit dataset. Data was simulated in HH polarization [1]. SRTM one arc sec 
DEM near mount Fuzi Japan was considered for terrain input. Along with ephemeris data, ALOS PALSAR’s orbits were 
used instead of NI-SAR as NI-SAR is yet to be launched.  Figures 7 and 8 represent simulated and processed raw data for 
both interferometric orbits for S-band and L-band using the parameters given in Table 1. Raw data is being processed using 
ADRIN’s ShARP+ software. ADRIN has developed a SAR data processing and exploitation chain known as Synthetic 
Aperture Radar Processor (ShARP+). It is designed in such a way that it supports different SAR sensors irrespective of 
frequency, operational mode and imaging squint. SAR raw data simulation is also a part of ShARP+.  

 
 

 

Figure 5. InSAR Geometry 

Figure 6. Block diagram of InSAR processing 
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Parameters L-band S-band 

Polarization HH HH 
Carrier 

frequency 1.267 GHz 3.2 GHz 

Wavelength 23.622cm 9.375cm 
Pulsewidth 25 μs 25 μs 
LookAngle 38.683deg 38.683deg 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

On the simulated pair of S and L band, InSAR process was applied using InSAR module of ShARP+. Results are shown in 
Figure. 9 to 14. The baseline, height ambiguity and other parameters [7] for L and S band for simulated InSAR pair were 
computed and shown in Table 2. Interferogram and Coherence maps were analysed and compared for both the bands. In S-
band interferogram, fringes are very fine because of short wavelength of S band and phase error was introduced at ROI of 
shrub vegetation. Similarly, coherence was also lost in shrub region because of short penetration depth of S-band. On the 
other hand, in L-band interferogram fringes were very sparse because of longer wavelength. Phase error was not observed in 
shrub backscatter region in L-band interferogram and a high value of coherence was found because of longer wavelength. 
For both the bands interferogram and coherence maps are shown in Figure.9, 10 and 11 respectively. 
  
A method has been presented to combine the phase information of both bands for utilizing complementary information. 
Phase error in shrubs vegetation ROI of S band was replaced with L band interferogram. For this L-band interferogram was 
maped into S-band as shown in Figure.12. Final improved interferogram was generated by fusion of S and L band 
interferograms. Fusion was performed on the basis of coherence maps values of L and S band. Comparison of phase standard 
deviation and coherence values for shrub ROI of original S band and fused L & S bands are shown in table. 3. Figure.14 
shows phase profile of shrub ROI where left one is   original S band phase profile which is random and right one is fused L 
and S band interferogram phase profile which has become periodic after fusion. Improved interferogram with reduced phase 
error and improved coherence map which are better as compared to single frequency InSAR pair has been generated. 
 

Parameters L-band S-band 
Baseline 276.3m 276.3m 

Normal Baseline 272.8m 272.8m 
Alpha 0.40565 0.40565 

Height Ambiguity 229.124m 90.9341m 
 
 

 
 

Table 1. Sensor parameters used for simulation of raw data 
 

Figure 7. S-band simulated raw data and processed data for 
interferometric pair 

Figure 8. L-band simulated raw data and processed data for 
interferometric pair 

Table 2. InSAR Parameters 
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Figure 9. (Left) S-band Interferogram(Shrub vegetation region marked with yellow 
ROI box), (Right) L-band Interferogram 

Figure 11. (Left) L-band Coherence Map, (Right) L-band Coherence Map histogram 
 

Figure 12. L-band Interferogram mapped to S-band, (Right) Fused (Improved) L & S-band 
Interferogram. 

Figure 10. (Left) S-band Coherence Map, (Right) S-band Coherence Map histogram 
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5. CONCLUSION 

In this paper we have demonstrated simulation of L and S band InSAR raw data, processing and its application in SAR 
interferometry for NI-SAR mission. This is the first mission of ISRO’s dual frequency SAR in interferometric mode. To 
exploit the best of L and S band InSAR information, we have used complementary phase information of the datasets. In 
future, availability of large data sets of multi frequency, multi- temporal and full polarimetric SAR data will be very useful 
to generate accurate and detailed topography information and surface deformation by combining the dual frequency 
information.  
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AN ALGORITHM FOR FULL STRIP PROCESSING OF CARTO-2S 
IMAGERY WITH TWO LEVEL ADJUSTMENTS USING RPCS 

V. Nagasubramanian*, A. Akilan, Archana Mahapatra, P.V. Radhadevi and V. Raghu Venkataraman 

ADRIN, Dept. of Space, Secunderabad 

ABSTRACT 

This paper proposes a new algorithm of processing full strip images of carto-2 Series high resolution images. Carto-2 series 
images of full strip consist of more than 2000 km. Initially, sub scene definition of images are established and cut 
accordingly. Rigorous sensor model can be established strip wise or scene wise and rational function model is fitted for each 
image. It will be easier to handle sub scene images than full strip, both sensor modeling wise and process wise. If ground 
control points are identified for each sub scene and processed individually we may end with strip discontinuity between 
scenes. We propose a new method to avoid this problem. Rigorous sensor model is fitted for whole strip. Tie points are 
introduced for each pair of adjacent scenes and bundle block adjustment is done with tie points. Now all sub scenes are 
adjusted with tie points and good relative continuity is maintained. We perform a global adjustment using GCPs, identified 
of all scenes to get good absolute accuracy. Now all of our scenes are adjusted both relatively and absolutely. This algorithm 
is tested with two strips of C2 Series images. Results obtained showed excellent relative and absolute accuracy. 
 
KEYWORDS: Rigorous sensor model, Rational polynomial coefficients, Bundle block adjustments, Mapping 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Photogrammetric technologies particularly large scale 3D Mapping is rapidly getting grown towards the High resolution 
Satellite imagery (HRSI) and very high resolution satellite Imagery. Particularly, Cartosat 2S satellites provide PAN image 
on 0.6 meter spatial resolution and 1.2 meter MX imaging. This has created a new revolution in Indian remote sensing 
mapping program. This is in par with aerial imageries which gives a resolution around 10 to 20 cm. In future, Carto series 
may replace completely the need of aerial imageries.  Urban mapping needs 1:2000 scale of ortho maps. Also high spatial 
and high temporal resolution carto2S is taking advantages over aerial images. Multiview capabilities of Carto-2S images 
gives a path to 3D mapping. Even though multiview coverage are less and can not be compared to Carto-1 stereo image 
coverage, upcoming remote sensing satellites may fulfill the needs of remote sensing users community. 
 
A satellite sensor model will connect image and ground. It will establish a relationship between image co-ordinates and 
ground co-ordinates. It will be divided into two broad category namely rigorous sensor model and generalized sensor model. 
A rigorous sensor model is otherwise known as physical sensor model which use camera and satellite parameters like 
positions velocity etc., This becomes more complex and tedious and different satellite imaging system use different types of 
model which in turn users has to develop sensor model  for each satellite imaging system. Alternately generalized sensor 
model (RFM) can be used as an alternate sensor model or replacement sensor model. Many users agency give their image 
data along with RPCs. It will also produce same accuracy as RSM from which users can do all photogrammetric related 
processes. It is currently used for many satellite imaging system like Ikonos, SPOT and  Worldview etc., This is used for 
Indian satellites like cartosat-1,IRSP6,RS2 ,  RS2A and current C2 Series also. 

2. RIGOROUS SENSOR MODEL 
Rigorous sensor model (RSM) otherwise known as physical sensor model which use position, velocity and attitude 
parameters of the satellite and uses the concept collinearity equation which sensor position, image co-ordinate and ground 
co-ordinate lies in the straight line. RSM connects image and ground mathematically which will be for further processing 
(Radhadevi. et al 2009). 

 
The delivered Carto2S Level1A Data consists of the image data meta data for both PAN and MX sensor from ADIF file.  
The following information are extracted from file 

 
1. Satellite ephemeris data containing the position and velocity at every regular interval in the ECI reference    frame. 
2. Integration time for each sensor  
3. Data used for time synchronization. For example, line sampling time, sweep start time (of each band), Data used 

for ephemeris start time and attitude start time. 
4. Attitude data in terms of quaternions  
5. Sidereal angle (to convert from ECI to ECEF ) is given in ADIF for the full pass at every regular interval. 
 

The quaternions are converted into Euler angles. Smoothing of Euler angles is required before the actual adjustment because 
the discreteness in angles caused by direct interpolation of the attitude data will end up as a co-registration error between the 
different bands .Expressing the position, velocity and attitude angles as function of time,  
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q = q0 + q1*t +……….+qn * tn        (1) 
 

Where t is scan time and q corresponds to ω, φ, κ, Xp, Yp, Zp,Vx,Vy, and V z. 

 
The order of the polynomial ‘n’ can be set. Generally, third order for position and velocity and ninth order for attitude is 
used. Main source of error is the attitude angles.  Therefore, attitude modelling is done with higher order polynomials in the 
adjustment for the full-pass. The coefficients of the polynomials for position, velocity and attitude are computed. These 
parameters at a particular time are connected to the corresponding ground coordinate and image coordinate through 
collinearity equations. Thus, if the initial trajectory is fitted, image to ground and ground to image transformation can be 
done using the collinearity condition equations.  

 
Collinearity equations express the fundamental relationship that the perspective centre, image point and object point lies on a 
straight line i.e. 

   
      f 
     -xs =  
                                                                            (2) 
    -ys   
 
 

Where (f, -xs, -ys) arethe image coordinates, (X, Y, Z) are the coordinates of the object point and (Xp, Yp, Zp) are the co-
ordinates of the perspective centre, d is the scale factor and M is the orthogonal rotation matrix to transform the geocentric to 
sensor co-ordinate system i.e. 

 
The rotation matrix  M = QGI * QIO * QOB  * QBP * QPC                         (3) 

where 
                 QPC          =             CCD to payload transformation matrix 
  QBP = Payload to body transformation matrix 
  QOB =  Body to Orbit matrix 
  QIO =  Orbit to Inertial matrix 
  QGI =  ECI  to ECEF matrix 

3. IMAGE DATA 
The Image data is extracted from the Ancillary data information file which will be cut as per subscene definition and 
concerned radiometric correction will be applied on the images. 

4. RATIONAL POLYNOMIAL COEFFICIENTS (RPC OR RFM) 
The rigorous sensor model based on the collinear equation describes the imaging geometric relationship between the image 
points and homologous ground points, with parameters which have understandable physical meanings. However, it lacks 
generality because of its complexity and varying with different sensor types. Also, the physical parameters are often made 
unavailable intentionally or unintentionally. Rational Polynomial Camera (RPC) models transform 3-dimensional object 
space coordinates into 2-dimensionalimage coordinates traditional photogrammetric workflows perform sensor model  with 
a physical camera model and then calculate RPC coefficients to speed the photogrammetric processing like DEM extraction, 
orthorectification and 3D city modeling etc. This is a generalized sensor model which makes the data processing chain more 
generic. End user need not know the geometry and related parameters of the sensors. RPC models are simple, fast, and 
accurate from which users cannot derive the physical parameters of the sensor which will keep our sensor information 
confidential. 
 
Rational Function is the ratio of two, third order Polynomials. It is a three dimensional model. The general form of Rational 
Function Equation is as follows. 

 
 
 
    p1(X,Y,Z) 
  S  =          ----------------------------                             (4) 
    p2(X,Y,Z) 
 
 
    p3(X,Y,Z) 
  P  =        -----------------------------                              (5) 
                                  p4(X,Y,Z) 

d.M    X – Xp 
     Y – Yp 
     Z – Zp 
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Where  
 
 pi(X ,Y,Z) = a0 + a1X  + a2Y + a3Z + a4XY + a5XZ + a6ZY + a7XYZ  + 
   + a8X 2 + a9Y2 + a10Z2 + a11X3 + a12X 2Y + a13X 2Z + 
+ a14XY2 + a15Y3 + a16Y2Z + a17X Z2 + a18YZ2 + a19Z3                (6) 
 

Where ai’s are polynomial coefficients and  X,Y,Zare normalized object co-ordinates . This may be in spherical or Cartesian 
co-ordinate system .S,P are normalized image co-ordinates.  Original values of image and ground co-ordinates are Offset and 
Scaled to fit between –1.0 to +1.0. The values are normalized by using following equations. 

 
X=(Xorginal-Xoffset)/Xscale 
Y=(Yorginal-Yoffset)/Yscale 
Z=(Zorginal-Zoffset)/Zscale                                                           (7) 
S=(Soriginal-Soffset)/Sscale 
P=(Porginal-Poffset)/Pscale 
 
 

Where values subscripted with “original” is the raw co-ordinates values. X,Y,Z,S and P are corresponding normalized 
values. Values subscripted with “offset” and “scale” are offset and scale of concerned values which should be computed 
from the range of the corresponding values. 

5. BIAS COMPENSATION 

The RPCs which are derived from the RSM can be used for direct geo referencing. But it has the inaccuracy due to various 
reasons which can be further corrected with ground control points. This process is called bias compensation (Fraser et.al 
2003). Normally, ground controls are used to obtain bias compensation transformation which is to be applied further 
correction after RPCs. In this way, RPCs and bias compensation transformation combinedly used for further processing like 
ortho rectification.  
 
Normally there are two types transformations are applied. 
 

(1) Bias  

    p1(X,Y,Z) 
  S  =          ----------------------------        +  ∆S     (8) 
    p2(X,Y,Z) 
 
 
    p3(X,Y,Z) 
  P  =        -----------------------------         +  ∆P               (9) 
                                  p4(X,Y,Z) 
 
 
(2) Affine 

                   p1(X,Y,Z) 
  S  =          ----------------------------        +  a0 + a1*S+a2*P    (10) 
    p2(X,Y,Z) 
 
 
 
    p3(X,Y,Z) 
  P  = -----------------------------         +   b0 + b1*S+b2*P    (11) 
                                                       p4(X,Y,Z) 
 

We use normally affine transformation for further correction. 

6. BUNDLE BLOCK ADJUSTMENT 

Bundle block adjustment is one of the important concepts in photogrammetry which will compute the bias compensation 
parameters simultaneously for all images. The standard formulation requires the linearization of the rational polynomial 
equation and satisfaction of the least squares principle for the equation residuals (Grodecki  et al. 2003;Nagasubramanian.V. 
et al 2014). Block adjustment will improve the absolute as well as relative accuracy. Block adjustment is required for 
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seamless mosaic and continuity of features between the scenes. Block adjustment uses the tie points which are computed 
across and along the scenes and ground control points identified for each scene. In our experiment, only along scenes tie 
points are computed. Tie points which are used in the block adjustment which will ensure the relative accuracy and ground 
control points will ensure the absolute accuracy. Even identification ground control points failed with some of the sub 
scenes, block adjustment can be done with existing ground controls and tie points for all possible set. Only tie points also can 
be used in bundle block adjustment which will ensure only the continuity between the images.  
 
Advantages of Bundle adjustment procedure: 

• The number of ground control points are largely reduced 

• All geometric correction are computed together 

• Homogenous and seamless digital elevation model can be generated if the images are adjusted as a block 

• Better relative accuracy between images can be obtained. 

• More homogenous and accurate DEM/Ortho mosaic can be generated over large area can be obtained and 
Homogenous GCPs network can be established for further processing. 

7. TWO DIMENSIONAL TRANSFORMATION 

The two dimensional transformation which will be used for universal correction for the full strip is as follows. 
 

∆lat = a0 + a1*lat  + a2*lon + a3*lat2 + a4*lon2  + a5*lat*lon    (12) 
∆lon = b0 + b1*lat  + b2*lon + b3*lat2 + b4*lon2  + b5*lat*lon   (13) 
 

Where a0  to a5 and b0 to b5  are coefficients of universal transformation and (lat,lon) is ground co-ordinates derived from first 
level bias compensation correction and ∆lat and ∆lon are correction to updated object co-ordinates.  
Here also, normalization should be used as in the RPCs before computing the values. 

8. ALGORITHM 

The algorithm is as follows. Initially, we take strip of C2S Images contain around 80 sub scenes. For the whole strip 
Rigorous sensor model parameters like position, velocity and attitude are fitted for whole strip. RSM Grid for RPC 
generation is extracted for each image. This full strip fitting of RSM helps us to get continuity between adjacent sub scenes. 
For each sub scene, RPCs are extracted which preserves continuity as RSM. We will establish tie points between adjacent 
sub scenes. Since we know from which line sub scenes are extracted, we can form (not necessary to identify) tie points. This 
have advantage of not only reducing the time of computation of tie points but also tie points are extracted for even 
homogenous surfaces also. With all collected tie points along with RPCs Bundle adjustments is done. We use affine 
transformation for this bias compensation correction. Now the strips are relatively adjusted and we get the better relative 
accuracy. Now we introduce ground control points at this stage. Ground control points are identified for all sub-scenes using 
our procedure Automatic GCP/Tie identification which is already established and running successfully with many satellites 
like Cartosat-1, IRS-P6, RS2 and RS2A (Akhilan A et al. 2014). In this context, GCPs may not have been extracted due to 
homogenous areas, clouds coverage, poor illumination etc., But the Correction is universal, we need not bother about this. 
Correction coefficients will be found even GCPs are not identified at a particular sub scene. A universal correction is applied 
further on bundle adjusted RPCs.  Once this correction is applied, its absolute accuracy also is improved. Now the resultants 
RPCs are adjusted both relatively and absolutely. Each sub scenes will undergo ortho/DEM generation using the updated 
RPCs. If our image acquired in multiview mode, we can go for DEM extraction. Otherwise, the regular ortho generation 
procedure is applied on these images. 

9. DISTRIBUTION OF CONTROL POINTS 

Since a two dimensional transformation is used for a global correction, distribution of GCPs played a crucial role in the 
correction procedure. From our experiment, it is come to know that at least every fourth image should have GCPs and 
overall at least one sub scene of  top 3 and bottom 3 each should have control points. Othewise, a curved effect is seen in the 
images and accuracy is further reduced. For example if a strip contains 40 images, ground control points should exist any 
one of scene number 1,2 and 3 and any one of 4 ,5,6 and 7 and any one of 8,9,10,11 etc., and finally scene of 38, 39 and 40. 
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Fig.1 Correct distribution  of controls                     Wrong distribution of controls 

10. FLOWCHART 

 

    Fig. 2. Work Flow of the proposed method 

11. TEST DATA 

Two data sets C2 Series are chosen for testing. One is C2E dated 12-10-2017 of orbit no: 1645 covering northwest region 
above the India. This data set contains 44 sub scenes. Another one also a C2D image dated 29-11-2017with strip no: 4357 
covering northeast region above India. This data sets contains 92 sub scenes. Each sub scene covers 31 km x 15 km 
approximately of both data sets. PAN Images data sets are considered for the experiments. Results are showed that accuracy 
of product was not reduced with universal correction and gives almost same accuracy as individual scene correction. 
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12. RESULTS 

Image File 

Name 

Direct Ortho 

RMS Error (m.) 

Lat.        Lon. 

Bundle Adjusted  

RMS Error (m.) 

Lat.           Lon. 

Subscene 5 17.2925 19.097 14.6679 18.9761 

Subscene 25 18.9736 13.405 22.474 15.7546 

Subscene 30 18.475 13.2474 15.9292 11.6791 

Subscene 40 19.1368 17.4953 17.5758 13.9619 

Subscene 60 18.8028 13.0132 16.4192 15.5521 

Subscene 75 13.8848 17.8018 14.7655 19.8707 

Table 1. Accuracy of Data Set 1  (Dated  12-10-2017) 

 

                   Direct Ortho                     Bundle Adjusted Ortho 
Figure 2. Showing Discontinuity when adjusted individually of data set2 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3. Another region result of Bundle Adjustment (Right Image) of Data Set 2 
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13. CONCLUSION 

The new approach of two level full strip adjustments with RPCs has been presented. Beside the theoretical interest, this 
algorithm has the advantage of using bundle adjustment procedure which yields theoretically optimal estimators since it 
minimize the relative and absolute error. The results show that, it produces the same level accuracy as individually adjusted. 
This method minimize the usage of GCPs, Since GCPs are not required to be present in all the sub scene images except some 
distribution of control should be preserved. Since RPC bundle adjustment is used instead of RSM adjustment it can be 
extended to any type of sensor. This experiment shows the algorithm gives promising result and improved accuracy. This is 
one of the effective algorithms to process full strip images. This can be extended further for any other satellites. 
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ABSTRACT 

Cartosat-2S are of state-of-art very high resolution imagery satellite series built with multi viewing capability over given 
region of interest. This has undoubtedly opened up new application areas especially to digital mapping community. Spatial 
resolution at sub meter level and Multiview imaging geometry with B/H ratio about 0.7 are significant merits of Cartosat-2S 
to derive precise height information for 3D-Mapping. Aerial imagery was widely used for the purpose as they are of very 
high resolution and better geometry fidelity but with smaller swath and acquisition only over unconstrained areas. Today, 
availability of Cartosat-2S imagery and well established geometric modelling and processing procedures have removed all 
such constrains. By exploiting all these merits, we have implemented our own methodology to generate 3D maps using 
photogrammetry technique. 3D Map generation requires pre-processing steps such as orbit modelling, geometry error 
correction, establishment of epipolar geometry and extraction of height information. All these functionalities were 
indigenously developed and the entire pre-processing runs in automatic mode without any intervention. The subsequent steps 
are done in semiautomatic mode to generate 3D models. This paper explains in detail about our methodology to extract 
precise height information of above ground objects to generate 3D-building models using photogrammetry technique. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Remote sensing technology is moving rapidly towards acquiring and processing the High Resolution Satellite Imagery 
(HRSI) and Very High Resolution Satellite Imagery (VHRSI). Cartisat2S satellites provide images in 0.6 meter spatial 
resolution. This has created new revolution in the field of cartography and mapping applications. It has replaced the need of 
aerial imagery which is limited in spatial coverage and temporal resolution. Urban mapping need of 1:5000 scale ortho 
photos are pretty much possible to be generated from the imagery. The High Resolution Satellite Imagery (HRSI) enables 
the mapping community to better interpret the Earth surface feature compared to coarser resolution especially in urban 
mapping.  High spatial and temporal resolution with better interpretability literally takes advantage over aerial images. 
Nowadays, multiview capability is built-in with the satellites that acquire high spatial resolution images. This facility adds 
incredible advantage to derive high quality Digital Surface Models (DSM) over given region of interest. Consequently, 
generation of city level 3Dsite modelling and mapping becomes easy and consumes quite less time. In case of Cartosat2S, 
the multiview images are acquired by tilting satellite to look at the same region at different time interval. This is done from 
the same orbit or from the different orbits. 
 

2. RATIONAL POLYNOMIAL COEFFICIENTS (RPC) 

Cartosat-2S images are obtained with geometry information stored in separate flat file called RPC file. The file consists of 
90 coefficients. These coefficients are abstract form of imaging geometry of associated image, interior and exterior 
orientation parameters. Most of satellite agencies do not reveal internal geometry of the satellite parameters hence provide in 
the form of coefficients. The coefficients describe the geometrical relationship between normalized object space (ϕ, λ, h) and 
image space co-ordinates(s, p): 

s = F1�ϕ,   λ,   h�
F2�ϕ,   λ,   h�

   ,  p = F3�ϕ,   λ,   h�
F4�ϕ,   λ,   h�

     (1) 

 
OR   

 

 ϕ = F1�s,   p,   h�
F2�s,   p,   h�

   ,  λ = F3�s,   p,   h�
F4�s,   p,   h�

  (2) 

 
Fm’s are third order 3D polynomials of the type   
 

F(X, Y, Z) = Σi=03 Σj=03 Σk=0
3  ai,j,kXiYjZk = a0 +  a1X +  a2Y +  a3 Z +  a4X Y  . .  +  a19Z3 (3) 

RPCs are used to correct geometry distortion present in the raw image and the coefficients are updated with ground control  
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matching on very high resolution imagery is ideal method to generate DSM of better than 2.5m resolution especially for 3D 
mapping applications. The 3D mapping was highly challenging area in the absence of high resolution multiview satellite 
images. Aerial imagery was used with more limitations such as low temporal resolution, less coverage and cumbersome in 
accessing to remote areas. Today, with availability of very high resolution images from Cartosat2S with multiview steering 
capability has created new opportunity to 3D mapping community to build 3D city models with better quality in terms of 
accuracy and details and importantly at quick turnaround time. 
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